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Abstract
Both LTE and WiMAX (802.16) 4th generation wireless systems (4G) utilize orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). These technologies will become more wide
spread as time goes on. Therefore, it would be beneficial to study covert communication
in the presence of OFDM systems. OFDM is becoming more utilized due to a number of
advantages it has over other techniques in wireless communication. OFDM can help to
mitigate inter symbol-interference (ISI) resulting from multipath propagation. The lower
rate of the sub-carriers is what makes this possible. OFDM takes several narrow-band
lower-rate signals, and using the discrete Fourier transform, combines them into one
high rate wide-band signal. The orthogonality of the OFDM signal eliminates cochannel interference. OFDM combined with adaptive modulation can be very effective
in frequency selective environments. Most OFDM standards call for unused subchannels for channel spacing and synchronization of transmitter and receiver. The
effects we will be discussing in this thesis pertain to inserting a narrow band signal, that
will be used for covert communication, in one of the unused sub-carrier locations of the
OFDM signal and analyzing its effects on the OFDM signal. Although this signal is in
an unused “slot”, it is no longer orthogonal. We will also examine the effect of the
OFDM signal on the covert signal. It would also be beneficial to study the ability to
recover the information in the covert carrier in the midst of an OFDM signal. It will be
important to view the effects of the covert signal on the OFDM signal by varying both
v

its power and bandwidth and noting the results of the bit-error rate of the OFDM signal.
This will allow us to deduce the amount of information we can transmit with a relatively
low probability of detection (LPD) and the losses incurred by the OFDM user.
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1.

Introduction

As demand for wireless communication devices has grown substantially, so has the
amount of information needed to be carried by service provider networks. Wireless
carriers have also marketed smart phones as the device of choice [11]. These devices
offer companies the opportunity for greater revenue by being able to charge for
additional services such as email, internet access, and video. These types of devices put
even more pressure on networks. The applications that run on them require more
resources compared to traditional voice services.

The increased number of users in addition to more resource hungry and higher order
modulation applications has forced communication system designers to increase the
capacity of their networks. This can be achieved through use of increased spectrum or
use of various modulation techniques such as quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) or
M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM), for coding methods such as ReidSolomon (RS) or low density parity check codes (LDPC) also yield increased
efficiencies. Limited spectrum has caused engineers to come up with other solutions to
solve this problem. The “Shannon Limit” [10] [3] for channel capacity clearly
demonstrates the amount of bits/second/channel theoretical capacity limit. OFDM, in
combination with various modulation and coding schemes, allows channels to achieve
very high data rates (100 Mbps soft-input soft-output - SISO) [12] that are near capacity.
12

All fourth generation wireless communication systems (4G) currently being proposed
involve the use of OFDM. Every major wireless carrier in the United States [11],
Europe, and Asia [13] will migrate to either WiMAX (802.16) or LTE systems for 4G
[14]. In the future, these modulation standards will be in wide use across the globe's
wireless networks in order to help cope with the demand.

The purpose of covert communication is to hide, with a low probability of detection
(LPD), the transmission of information; sometimes the covert signal can be embedded
within an existing non-covert communication. A recent article in IEEE Spectrum [31] on
stenography discusses several covert methods of transmitting information. These
methods vary greatly from ancient examples of using a human scalp to embed a hidden
message to modern times where covert information can be hidden in the flow of data
packets transmitted over the internet. Also discussed in [31] are some of the reasons
behind covert communication as well as a few historical examples of covert
communication. Therefore, covert communications methods are of interest not only to
those willing to exploit the characteristics of the system for covert communication, but
also to those managing the systems and protecting them from vulnerabilities.

It is therefore beneficial to study the potential of covert communication embedded in
OFDM signals. Clearly there will be wide spread deployment of OFDM systems and the
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degree to which people will depend on them will be significant. There has been either
little or no research in the area of covert communications with regard to OFDM.
Through this study we will be able to deduce how OFDM systems will respond to this
type of exploitation.

14

1.1

Research Goals

This research seeks to show the potential effects of a covert communication signal
embedded within an OFDM based wireless communication waveform (non-covert
signal). The performance of the non-covert communications system is commonly
characterized by the bit error rate (BER) versus a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or bit
energy to noise ratio (Eb/No) as shown in Figure 1.1 for a typical OFDM system with the
following parameters.

Figure 1.1: Typical BER Curve of Simulated 5 MHz OFDM System
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A simulation model has been developed in Mat Lab to characterize the OFDM
waveform in a noisy channel, for varying SNR or Eb/No in the presence of a covert
signal. We will use this tool to evaluate the target (non-covert) OFDM system
performance (BER) with and without the presence of the covert signal. This analysis
will provide an estimate of the degradation in the BER of the target non-covert user as a
function of the characteristics of the covert signal. The effect on the target user's error
rate is crucial since most systems are designed to adapt to higher BER by lowering the
data rate [1] [2], thus lowering the capacity of the channel and consuming more of the
networks resources.

In this study the covert communications system will use BPSK modulation; evaluation
of higher order and more complex modulation and coding is left for future work. The
covert signal specifically seeks to use, as its bandwidth, some of the unused spectrum of
the OFDM waveform. Both LTE and WiMAX have spectrum allocated for pilot tones
for the purpose of timing and synchronization and/or guard bands to protect against
spectral bleeding from adjacent signals in the spectrum and to prevent its signal from
bleeding onto adjacent signals in the spectrum as well [1] [2]. There can also exist
unused sub-carriers in between utilized sub-carriers due to poor channel response. For
example, Figure 1.2a shows the guard bands of a 5 MHz 512 sub-carrier OFDM symbol
along with some unused sub-carriers due to channel response in figure 1.2b.

16

Figure 1.2: Bit Allocation for 5 MHz OFDM Symbol

The performance of the covert communications system in the presence of the OFDM
signal will also be determined. Providing BER performance of the covert
communications system will establish the effectiveness and practicality of the proposed
concept.

17

1.2

Contributions

This work makes the following contributions:
1-

Development of a simulation model for covert communication embedded in a
OFDM waveform.

2-

Characterization of BER performance of LTE/WiMAX type OFDM signal in the
presence of covert signal with varying power and bandwidth.

3-

Characterization of performance and limitations of covert communications
systems in the presence of an OFDM signal.

1.3

Thesis Organization

In this thesis, we first cover the topic of OFDM and its implementation with an emphasis
on the mathematical model and its benefits. We also discuss the bit and power allocation
algorithm widely used in most OFDM schemes in the first section. In section two, we
cover the LTE standard waveform in detail. Then, in section four, we cover the WiMAX
standard waveform in detail. In these two sections we will also discuss some of there
current and future applications in commercial wireless systems. In the next section we
present the system performance of an LTE/WiMAX like OFDM waveform in the
presence of a covert signal. These simulations will have as a reference for comparison,
the same waveforms without the covert signal. The following section will focus on the
performance of the covert signal. Then, in section seven, we present our results and our
18

conclusions. In the final section, suggestions are made for future work connected to this
subject.

19

2.
2.1

Introduction to OFDM
OFDM Features

Typical single carrier wide-band modulation suffers from a number of phenomena that
cause distortion of the signal and hence, the data at the receiver becomes very complex
to recover. As opposed to the ideal channel, a typical single carrier wide-band
modulation can suffer from attenuation, interference, and fading due to multi-path
propagation. Multi-path propagation and the non-ideal response of channels can result in
inter-symbol-interference (ISI).

Figure 2.1: Non-Ideal Channel Magnitude & Phase Response
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Figure 2.1 shows the magnitude and phase response of a random non-ideal channel
potentially causing a signal to have ISI. It can be seen clearly how the attenuation and
phase response varies throughout the spectrum of this channel. Equalization can become
difficult to implement for a single carrier signal propagated through such a channel
suffering from ISI such as this.

As an alternative to single carrier modulation, multi-carrier modulation can help to
minimize the negative effects of multi-path and result in a more bandwidth-efficient
scheme. In multi-carrier modulation, the bandwidth of a wide-band single carrier is
divided equally among several narrow band sub-carriers [3]. Equation 2.1 shows the
relationship between the bandwidth of the sub-carrier (Δf-Hz), the total bandwidth of the
OFDM symbol (W-Hz), and the number of sub-carriers (N).

f=

W
N

(2.1)

The dividing of bandwidth into equal sub-channels results in a response that is nearly
ideal across each sub-channel. The OFDM symbol time (Ts,OFDM) must be larger than the
channel's time dispersion in order for this assumption to hold. The response within each
sub-band therefore can be treated as approximately constant if Δf is chosen to be small
enough. The inter-symbol-interference then becomes negligible for each sub-carrier [3].
21

Figure 2.2: Division of Bandwidth from [3].

Figure 2.2 demonstrates the division of bandwidth amongst several sub-carriers versus
the magnitude of the channel response. While the response is clearly non-ideal across
the entire bandwidth, it can be visualized that response across each individual subcarrier bandwidth is closer to ideal.
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2.2

OFDM Specifications

Dividing allocated bandwidth (W) amongst a number (N) of equally spaced sub-carriers
each having a bandwidth and center frequency spacing of Δf, via the relationship in
equation 2.1, and associating each sub-carrier with a sinusoidal carrier leads to the
development of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). Equation 2.1
represents a single sub-carrier in the OFDM symbol.

s k t = cos2  f k t (2.2)

When adjacent carriers are located without sufficient spacing, spectral bleeding into
adjacent carriers leads to the distortion of the signal. OFDM resolves this issue by
insuring that the sub-carriers are orthogonal with respect to every other sub-carrier in the
OFDM signal. This is achieved by having the carriers spaced by the reciprocal of the
symbol period. When the signals are demodulated, they will have a whole number of
cycles in the symbol period and their contribution will sum to zero [17]. This results in
no interference contribution from the other carriers in the OFDM waveform. The
orthogonal condition is represented in equation 2.3 and includes the received phase
associated with each sub-carrier (  k ).

23

T

∫ cos 2  f k t k  cos2  f j t  j =0

(2.3)

0

k≠ j

The symbol rate (1/Ts) in an OFDM system is reduced by a factor of N as compared to a
single carrier signal. N is the number of sub-carriers in the OFDM system. The symbol
time for the OFDM symbol becomes Ts,OFDM = N Ts, where Ts is the symbol time for a
single carrier system.

As discussed in section 2.1, the channel response can be considered approximately a
constant. The channel is modeled using C(fk), a complex-valued quantity, and is
expressed in equation 2.4. The phase here is the same as in equation 2.3.

C  f k  = C k = ∣C k∣e

j k

(2.4)

We now consider modulating each sub-carrier with M-ary QAM. Akc and Aks represent
the in-phase and quadrature parts of the QAM constellation point. This can be a 4, 8, 16,
32, or 64-QAM constellation. The effects of the sub-channel on the received signal are
represented by the sub-channel magnitude response (Ck) and the sub-channel phase
response ( k ) which are the same as in equation 2.4. Therefore the received signal on
the kth sub-carrier may be expressed as
24

r k t  =






2
∣C ∣ A cos 2  f k tk 
T k kc

2
∣C ∣ A sin  2  f k t  k   n k t 
T k ks

(2.5)

This takes into account the channel response, the M-ary QAM modulation, and the
noise. We assume nk(t) to be zero-mean Gaussian and spectrally flat across the kth subchannel [3].

2.3

Implementation of OFDM System

Key to the implementation of the OFDM symbol is the inverse discrete Fourier
transform (IDFT). Each of the sub-carrier signals is sampled once per OFDM symbol
sample time (Ts,OFDM/N) at the appropriate sampling instant. We refer to these complex
valued points as Xk. These points are taken from the individual sub-carriers. The
transmitted signal on the kth sub-carrier may be expressed as

u k t  =





2
2
A kc cos 2  f k t  
A sin 2  f k t 
T
T ks
(2.5)
2
j2  f t
=ℜ
X e
T k

[

k
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]

Then the N sub-carriers are modulated using a N-point IDFT which results in N discrete
time samples. A mathematical representation of the n-th discrete time sample can be
seen in equation 2.6. The relationship between the sub-carrier uk(t) and the discrete time
sample xn is seen in Xk.

N −1

1
j 2 k n/ N
xn=
Xke
(2.6)
∑
  N  k =0

The IDFT can be efficiently calculated using the FFT algorithm. Figure 2.3 shows an
example of this kind of multi-carrier communication system. The stream of input data
enters a serial to parallel converter (S/P) which divides the data between amongst the
sub-carriers. After encoding the sub-carrier data (Xk), the IFFT is applied to each subcarrier. The parallel to serial (P/S) gives us the OFDM symbol samples (xn). The
sequence of xn samples form the the sum x(t) of N sub-carrier signals. Before the samples
are sent to the digital to analogue converter (D/A), the guard time (TG) or cyclic prefix
(CP) is appended to the symbol samples. One of the methods used to combat ISI in an
OFDM signal is to append a CP to the N samples. The number of samples, υ, that are
appended are taken to be the last υ samples in the OFDM symbol {xN – υ, xN – υ+1, ….., xN1

}. This additional data increases the length of the block to N + υ. The length of υ

depends on the number of samples related to the channel dispersion. For LTE/WiMAX
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type OFDM symbols, the υ is equal to 6 for normal CP and 7 for the extended CP.

On the receiver side, the channel effects are compensated for by the one tap equalizer. A
one tap equalizer can be used because the sub-channel magnitude is nearly ideal due to
the lower rate of the sub-carriers.

N −1

1
j 2  k t /T
(2.7)
x t =
Xke
∑
 N  k =0
Figure 2.3: Multi-carrier Communication System from [19].
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2.4

Bit and Power Allocation Algorithm

In order to more fully take advantage of the multi-carrier modulation scheme, the power
and number of bits allocated to each sub-channel is varied. The algorithm that computes
this allocation takes into account the signal-to-noise ratio of each individual subchannel, the average available power of the transmitter, and the channel response (Ck).
This approach will allow us to increase the channel capacity (bits/s/Hz).

Figure 2.4: Optimum power distribution based on water-filling from [3].

In Figure 2.4, we can see a visualization of the water-filling interpretation for
Holsinger's work (1964). Channel noise-to-signal ratio (Snn(f)/|C(f)|2)is represented on
the vertical axis with the frequency (f) on the horizontal axis. The simple interpretation
of Holsinger's findings are that signal power should be high when signal to noise ratio
are low. Here, K (signal power at the receiver for frequency f) represents the Lagrange
multiplier used to satisfy the constraint and P(f) is the signal power at frequency f.
28

We begin to consider the algorithm used for allocating bits and power over a linear timeinvariant channel with AWGN. Each of the N sub-carriers will be using QAM (Mi = 2 Bi).
Where Mi is the constellation size and Bi is the number of bits transmitted on the ith
sub-carrier in a frame interval of T seconds. The bit rate (Rb) of the OFDM symbol is
expressed in equation 2.7. The power allocated to the ith sub-carrier with respect to the
average available power at the transmitter is expressed in equation 2.8.

N

1
R b = ∑ B i (2.7)
T i=1

N

P total =∑ P i (2.8)
i=1

The first step in allocating bits (Bi) and power (Pi) amongst the sub-carriers is to
eliminate the channels which cannot support at least 4M-QAM here we consider Mi = 4,
Bi = 2. We start by dividing the total available power (P) equally amongst all the subcarriers. Those that result in probability of symbol error greater than our desired symbol
error probability (typical Pe = 10-3) will not be used for transmission. Equation 2.9 [3]
approximates the symbol error probability for QAM.

29

P e≈4 Q



2

3 P i∣C i∣
N o  M i −1



(2.9)

We then allocate the total power amongst the remaining carriers and compute Mi for the
highest SNR channel based upon our desired probability of symbol error. We then
quantize Mi corresponding to an integer number of bits Bi. Next, we recalculate Pi based
upon the quantized Mi and subtract the power (Pi) for the current channel from the total
remaining unallocated power. Finally, we repeat this procedure for the rest of the
channels beginning next with the channel having the highest remaining SNR until the
allocation procedure is complete for all channels [3]. Figure 2.5a shows the bit allocated
for each sub-carrier (Bi) for an OFDM symbol consisting of 256 sub-carriers based upon
the algorithm described in this section. Figure 2.5b shows the amount of power allocated
to each sub-carrier (Pi) in watts. Figure 1.2 shows a bit and power allocation for a
channel where N = 512. There are channels that fail to meet the probability of error
requirement that could potentially be exploited for covert communication.
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Figure 2.5: Bit and Power Allocation, N = 256, Ptotal = 1.

Now that we have looked at OFDM in general, we will present two technologies that
utilize OFDM specifically. Although they are very similar, LTE and WiMAX do have
significant differences between them.
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3.
3.1

LTE Waveform
LTE Background

OFDM is used in Long Term Evolution (LTE) the standard for next generation cellular
systems. The next generation of OFDM is key to the LTE standard which is an all IP
based technology [20]. The LTE standard has been developed by the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) in its eighth release [19]. This release focuses on 4th
Generation (4G) mobile communication technology. The 3GPP is a group of
telecommunication associations that have come together to develop a universal standard
for the migration and advancement of communication standards throughout the world.
These standards will also allow for the interoperability of receivers on multiple local
networks as well as on other networks internationally. This also simplifies the
manufacturing of the mobile devices as the manufacturers need to make fewer models to
function on different networks. LTE will be the next step in advancement of wireless
networks for many telecommunications operators worldwide. In the United States, for
example, AT&T, Verizon, and T-Mobile have already chosen LTE as the next technology
standard for their wireless 4G networks. Although LTE is marketed as 4G, it does not
fully comply with International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT) Advanced 4G
requirements.

The part of the LTE standard that concerns us is the waveform specifications. The
32

specifications for the physical layer (PHY) will allow us to set the conditions for the
system analysis described later in this report. These specifications will give the details of
proposed OFDM waveforms used in LTE and help us to more closely reproduce the
conditions in wireless communication under which it will be used. We will not concern
ourselves with the other layers of LTE outside of the waveform specifications.

The use of OFDM in LTE enables links to reach very high data rates up to 100Mbps per
20MHz of spectrum from the base station to the mobile receiver, otherwise known as the
down-link. This is a substantial increase in capacity over current 3G systems. Current
High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) rates peak at 14Mbps. OFDM is only used on the
down-link. Single carrier-frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA) is used from
the mobile end user to the base station known as the up-link. The deployment of LTE
will help carriers to cope with the increased demand caused by the growing number of
users and applications that go beyond traditional voice traffic that lead to bottlenecks,
dropped calls, and a generally poor wireless experience for mobile users in some
networks.
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Table 3.1 allows us to compare LTE with some of the other wireless technologies. LTE
has the largest down-link and up-link speeds of any other technology listed and is only
specified for frequency division duplexing (FDD). There is no time division duplexing
specified for LTE. It also has a variable bandwidth of 1.25 to 20 MHz. LTE uses OFDM
on the down-link only.

Table 3.1: Comparison of Wireless Technologies from [19].
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3.2

Time & Frequency Domain Structure

Understanding of the OFDM waveform in LTE requires presenting the specifications of
both the time and frequency domain characteristics of the standard. As mentioned
earlier, only the down-link employs OFDM. Each radio frame in LTE has a duration of
Tframe = 10 ms. This frame contains ten equally sized sub-frames of duration
Tsubframe = 1 ms (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: LTE Time-Domain Structure from [2].

The sub-carrier spacing in LTE has been set at Δf = 15 kHz. An FFT based transmitter
or receiver will have a sampling rate of fs = 15000 * NFFT , where NFFT is the FFT size.
The time frame and sub-carrier spacings allow us to view the down-link in a grid.
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Figure 3.2: The LTE Down-link Physical Resource from [2].

The sub-carriers are then grouped into resource blocks which include a DC sub-carrier.
The number of resource blocks depends upon the channel bandwidth. The LTE standard
has several possible bandwidths choices which will be discussed in the next section.

Figure 3.3: LTE Down-link Frequency Domain Structure from [2].

There are twelve sub-carriers in every resource block. Every resource block occupies
180 kHz (15KHz x 12) of spectrum. Each OFDM symbol includes the resource blocks
and a centered DC sub-carrier.
Every sub-frame, in the time domain, consists of 7 OFDM symbols plus the cyclic prefix
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appended to each symbol. When the extended cyclic prefix (CP) is utilized, only six
OFDM symbols per sub-frame plus their respective cyclic prefix are appended to every
symbol. The extended CP is used for channels having a high channel dispersion at the
cost of lowering the capacity of the channel. An example of the use of the two cyclic
prefixes can be seen in Figure 3.4. Here the selected channel bandwidth is 30.72 MHz
and the number of sub-carriers is 2048.

Figure 3.4: Cyclic Prefix Insertion from [3].

3.3

Waveform Specifications

The 3GPP has set the LTE standard and given system designers a number of options in
meeting this standard. The system can have a single receiver and single transmitter
design utilizing soft-input soft-output (SISO), dual receiver and dual transmitter (2X2
37

MIMO), or

a quad array receiver and quad array transmitter (4X4 MIMO). By

increasing the diversity, the capacity of the system is increased substantially. Table 3.2
lists the different bandwidth characteristics of LTE. As mentioned before, the waveform
can be based upon channel bandwidths of 1.4, 3 5 10 15, or 20 MHz. The number of
resource blocks and sub-carriers is directly related to the chosen bandwidth. Another
important specification involves the supported modulation types of QPSK, 16-QAM, or
64-QAM which allow for 2, 4, or 6 bits per symbol respectively.

Table 3.2: LTE Parameters from [19].
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4.
4.1

WiMAX Waveform
WiMAX Background

The WiMAX Forum is a non-profit industry based organization with the main goal to
standardize WiMAX. Members include hundreds of communication operators,
component vendors, and equipment vendors. WiMAX is the acronym for Worldwide
Interoperability for Microwave Access. Among the forum's other goals are to promote
the use and deployment of WiMAX and WiMAX certified products therefore insuring
interoperability of wireless devices based upon this standard, developing a trusted
certification process, and publishing the WiMAX standards. WiMAX certified products
also meet government and industry standards [25]. This standard is an important step in
the evolution of cellular standards.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the growth of wireless

technologies.

WiMax is envisioned to have many uses. It will connect Wi-Fi hotspots to the internet,
provide an alternative to digital subscriber lines (DSL) or cable, provide portable
connectivity to the internet, and can provide last mile connectivity. In the United States
Sprint Nextel and Clearwire have already deployed WiMAX throughout several markets.

Korea's WiBro and Europe's Hyper Man were once considered competing technologies.
They have now both been integrated into WiMAX and are no longer considered
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competitors [23]. The WiMAX air interface is based on 802.16 working group whose
focus is on Broadband Wireless Access Standards. The WiMAX Forum Mobile System
Specification is based upon the IEEE 802.16 – 2004, IEEE 802.16e – 2005, and IEEE
802.16 - 2009 standards. 802.16e-2005 (formerly known as 802.16e) specifies the MAC
and PHY layers of the air interface. WiMAX Forum Mobile System Specification
document covers all aspects and layers of WiMAX in detail while also allowing some
flexibility [25]. It provides guidance for forum members in achieving the stated goals of
the group. The part that concerns us in this research are those areas specifying the
WiMAX waveform. Most of the material needed can be found in the PHY profile of the
WiMAX Forum Mobile System Specification authored by the WiMAX Forum [25].
IEEE 802.16m will push data rates for mobile WiMAX up to 100 Mbps. It will meet
International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT) – Advanced next generation (4G)
requirements.
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Figure 4.1: Evolution of Wireless Standards from [19].
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4.2

Frequency Domain Structure

WiMAX “Wave 3” is based upon IEEE standard 802.16m. “Wave 3” will have
specifications for fixed and nomadic networks in it [32]. It supports use of orthogonal
frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) on both the up and down-links with
selectable channel bandwidths of 1.25 to 20 MHz and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
implementation using 128, 256, 512, and up to 2048 NFFT. Sub-carrier spacing is uniform
for all Mobile WiMAX at Δf = 10.94 kHz. In order to achieve speeds close to that of
LTE (100 Mbps), specifications for 4X4 MIMO smart antenna arrays have also been
included in “Wave 3” [19].

WiMAX utilization of OFDMA divides active sub-carriers into subsets. Each subset is
termed a sub-channel with either distributed sub-carrier permutation or adjacent subcarrier permutation [19]. This allows for scalability, multiple access, and use of
advanced antenna array processing capabilities. Sub-carriers are allocated for data, pilot
tones, and guard spacing. The following two tables describe the sub-carrier allocation for
the down-link in case of full and partial usage of sub-carriers. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show
the allocation of the sub-carriers (N) for a number of FFT sizes.
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Table 4.1: OFDMA Down-link Carrier Allocation – Optional Full Usage of SubCarriers from [19].

Table 4.2: OFDMA Down-link Carrier Allocation – Optional Partial Usage of SubCarriers from [19].
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4.3

WiMAX Signal

The WiMAX symbol time (Tb = 1/ Δf) is the sum of the useful symbol time (Ts) and the
guard time (Tg). The guard time is related to the Guard ratio (G) by equation 4.2. G has
possible values of 1/32, 1/16, 1/8, and ¼. Its chosen value depends upon the channels
time dispersion. Figure 4.3 relates the various parameters and options of the OFDM
signal in WiMAX to one another.

T s = T b  T g (4.1)

T g = G⋅T b (4.2)

WiMAX supports adaptive modulation and coding of QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM on
its individual sub-carriers. Figure 4.2 shows a possible sub-carrier allocation for a 20
MHz WiMAX OFDM signal at a 5 GHz carrier frequency. It shows the division of the
sub-carriers used for pilot tones, DC sub-carrier, data sub-carriers, and guard bands.
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Figure 4.2: WiMAX OFDM Sub-carrier Spacing for 20 MHz from [1].

4.4

Summary

It is clear how important OFDM is to LTE and WiMAX. 4G networks will increase their
capacity by utilizing OFDM technology. We have also discussed in the introduction
some of the uses and benefits of covert communication. In the next sections we will
propose a method for exploitation of these networks. In the next chapters we will
examine the effects of the covert signal on the non-covert OFDM communication system
as well as the effects and capabilities of the covert communications system in the
presence of the OFDM signal.
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Table 4.3: OFDM Parameters in WiMAX from from [27].
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5.
5.1

Covert Effect on Non-Covert OFDM Communication
Premise of the Covert Communication

As we have seen, OFDM is utilized in 4G systems. These systems will become wide
spread, and probably facilitate most of the wireless personal communication in the
future. Therefore, it is beneficial to study covert communication that exploits wireless
OFDM systems. In this chapter, we will examine the effects of the covert signal on the
non-covert signal for variables of spectral base-band location with respect to the noncovert signal, covert signal power (Watts), and synchronous offset (samples/symbol).

OFDM symbols have a “slotted” structure. The bandwidth of the symbol is divided
amongst the number of sub-carriers. For example, in LTE, a 5 MHz symbol specification
has 512 sub-carriers. This results in 512 “slots” with a bandwidth of 15 KHz per subcarrier [19]. WiMAX also uses a very similar structure. Both WiMAX and LTE offer a
number of bandwidth and sub-carrier specifications. All specifications offer this type of
“slotted” design. Several of the “slots” in these standards are not utilized for reasons of
channel spacing or poor channel quality. We propose to occupy the unused spectrum of
an OFDM sub-channel or an unused “slot” to support the transmission of a covert signal.

The existence of the OFDM symbol will provide a “cover” for the covert
communication. By choosing spectrum for the covert signal from amongst the unused
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“slots” allocated for the non-covert OFDM signal, it will become more difficult to
detect. It is crucial for covert communications to achieve a low probability of detection
(LPD).

There are also a number of other challenges that must be examined with respect to
correctly transmitting the covert information in this manner. We will look at these issues
in detail in the next section. In this section we will only examine the effects of the covert
signal on the non-covert OFDM signal. The non-covert BER is the measure we will use
to determine if an acceptable performance is being achieved. The covert signal might
draw attention to itself by causing the non-covert signal to have a noticeable increase in
the BER. In a more extreme case, the covert could not only become detected, it could
cause the non-covert receiver to be unable to recover significant amounts of the
information in the signal due to interference from the covert signal. In this section we
will seek to determine the BER of the non-covert communications system in the
presence of the covert signal for varying covert signal power, synchronization offset
between the non-covert and covert signals, noise power, and covert signal spectral
location with respect to the non-covert spectrum.

5.2

System Parameters

The first assumption made for our simulation is the existence of known channel state
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information (CSI) for the channel in use by each transmitter/receiver pair. There are two
sets of transmitters/receivers. A transmitter and receiver for the non-covert
communication and a transmitter and receiver for the covert communication. There are
four channels that must be represented in the model. Each transmitter will only account
for the channel it intends to occupy. The cross channels will go unaccounted for at each
receiver. Each receiver will see the intended communication as well as the signal
arriving on the cross channel. The four channels are as follows:

1 - Non-covert transmitter to non-covert receiver channel-(C(1))
2 - Non-covert transmitter to covert receiver channel-(C(2))
3 - Covert transmitter to non-covert receiver channel-(C(3))
4 - Covert transmitter to covert receiver channel-(C(4))

The non-covert transmitter (NCTx) and non-covert receiver (NCRx) will have known
CSI regarding the channel they will be utilizing. In practice, this does not occur.
However, we know that channel estimation can be done effectively [33] thereby
facilitating communication. Therefore it is not necessary to simulate channel estimation
in order to validate our results. Channel estimation is not the topic of this study. The
covert transmitter (CTx) and covert receiver (CRx) will also have the known CSI for the
channel they will be utilizing. Neither transmitter/receiver pair will have knowledge of
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the cross channels or the signal arriving on them. Figure 5.1 depicts the channels as well
as the transmitter/receiver pairs. Channel 1 (C(1)) depicts the channel between the NCRx
and the NCTx. Channel 4 (C(4)) depicts the channel between the CRx and the CTx.
Channels 3 and 4 depict the cross channels.

Ideal phase and frequency recovery of the signals is assumed. This assumption is also
similar to the first, in that it is not necessary to model these effects in order to validate
the results. We also know that phase and frequency can be recovered effectively [33].

The four channel's magnitude and phase response will be held constant throughout this
experiment. Here we used fixed representative channels. Here we used fixed
representative channels. These channels all differ in their magnitude and phase
characteristics as they would in practice (see Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5). These
representative channels were generated at random. In reality, we know that wireless
channel characteristics vary with time and location for mobile channels. We compared
the system performance with the representative channel to that obtained with several
other randomly selected channel realizations and found there was little difference in
system performance.
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Figure 5.1: Transmitter/Receiver Pairs & Channels.
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Figure 5.2: Non-Covert Channel Magnitude and Phase (C(1))

Figure 5.3: Covert Channel Magnitude and Phase (C(4))
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Figure 5.4: Non-Covert to Covert Channel Magnitude and Phase (C(2))

Figure 5.5: Covert to Non-Covert Channel Magnitude and Phase (C(3))
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(See Appendix A) We assume that both Tx/Rx sets have the known CSI information. The
simulation begins, in the NCTx, by executing the bit and power allocation algorithm
described in section 2.4. All channels not achieving a desired symbol error rate (SER)
will not be utilized by the NCTx and could potentially be used by the CTx. Both LTE
and WiMAX use 4-QPSK, 16-QAM, or 64-QAM signal constellations on each subchannel. After these allocations have completed, we generate an array of random data
(0s & 1s), divide the data up amongst the sub-carriers, and convert to the appropriate
point in the normalized symbol constellation (QPSK, 16-QAM, or 64-QAM). After the
points have been multiplied by the power allocated for that channel, we apply the IFFT
to the symbol points and then add the cyclic prefix (CP).

We apply the channel as a discrete time filter and add the noise. The cross channel signal
is also added at this point. The CTx follows similarly this process except that it will
transmit its data on only one sub-carrier. A mathematical representation of this can be
seen in equation 5.1. The equation shows the ith channel magnitude on the kth subcarrier (Ck(i)) and phase (ϕk) response, the point in the symbol constellation chosen to
represent the in-phase and quadrature components for the non-covert (Akc / Aks) as well
as the covert (Bkc / Bks), and the sub-carrier base-band frequency (fk). The covert only
transmits on the vth sub-carrier.
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(5.1)

Avc & Avs=0 ; Bic & Bis =0 except for i=v

At the NCRx receiver, the CP is first removed. We then use the FFT to convert back to
the frequency domain and “equalize” the signal by dividing it by the channels response.
We use a maximum likelihood detector at the Rx to convert the received signal to
constellation points for each sub-carrier. Then, the points are decoded back to 0s and 1s
and compared to the original information to find errors in the data. The BER is tracked
as the OFDM symbols are received. The CRx does the same for its covert signal. The
mathematical representation of the signal at the CRx is seen in equation 5.2
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(5.2)

Avc & Avs=0 ; Bic & Bis =0 except for i=v

The covert signal is specified by its bit rate (bits-per-second), spectral location, power,
and synchronous offset. For example, the covert signal could be placed at channel no.
-256 corresponding to fc = -3.38325 MHz or channel no. -152 corresponding to fc
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=

-2.2725 MHz. The relationship between the channel no. and the sub-carrier frequency is
channel no. multiplied by the sub-channel bandwidth (15 KHz) minus half the subchannel bandwidth (7.5 KHz). The power of the covert signal (Eb,covert) is specified with
respect to the power in the non-covert signal (Eb,non-covert) in decibels (dB). The
synchronous offset of the covert symbol is given with respect to the non-covert symbol
(Tau).

5.3

Simulation Inputs and Outputs

The Mat Lab simulation of the non-covert OFDM system and the covert system has six
inputs (See Appendix A):
1-

If the covert is on or off

2-

The number of OFDM symbols in the simulation run

3-

The noise power in Watts/Hz

4-

Synchronization Offset in samples/symbol

5-

The symbol constellation of the covert signal (BPSK, 4M-QAM, etc.)

6-

The covert signal rate with respect to the full rate allowed by the bandwidth

The simulation outputs the following;
1-

The running non-covert OFDM system BER

2-

The running covert system BER
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3-

The non-covert signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

4-

Eb/No dB non-covert signal

5-

Eb/No dB covert signal

6-

Eb,covert/Eb,non-covert dB

7-

Non-covert OFDM system channel capacity (bps)

8-

Covert system channel capacity in (bps)

The simulation requires approximately 15 minutes to run for every 10,000 non-covert
OFDM symbols. The simulation also plots the average PSD at the output of the NCTx
and CTx as well as the average PSD at the input of the NCRx and the CRx.

5.4 Covert Effect on Non-Covert in the Presence of Increasing Noise
For all experiments conducted here, the bandwidth of the non-covert OFDM symbol was
kept constant at the 5 MHz specification and utilizing a 512 point FFT [19]. The subcarrier spacing is 15 KHz. The normal cyclic prefix (6 samples/symbol) will be used as
opposed to the extended CP (7 samples/symbol). BPSK was used exclusively for the
covert signal. The bandwidth of the covert is 15 KHz.

The first question addressed here is the effect of increasing the noise power while
maintaining constant signal power on the non-covert system. We would expect that the
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BER increases with increasing noise power (No). The non-covert OFDM signal power
will remain constant while the noise power increases, thereby decreasing the Eb/No. The
covert will occupy spectrum in a selected unused “slot” adjacent to the sub-carriers
occupied by the OFDM symbol. A sub-channel (-152) next to those utilized by the noncovert signal was chosen for maximum effect on the BER of the non-covert OFDM
system. We will see later that the BER of the covert system increases as its distance from
the non-covert signal decreases. We can deduce from this that the effect of the signals on
one another occurs when the distance in the spectrum decreases. This spectrum is not
used by the non-covert signal for the reason of channel spacing. Signals are allocated
more spectrum than there bandwidth for the reason of channel spacing. Channel spacing
reduces the chance that the signal will interfere with adjacent signals in the spectrum.
For example, in this experiment a 5 MHz OFDM symbol is used but 7.68 MHz of
spectrum is allocated for the actual signal to prevent interference in the next 5 MHz
signal in the spectrum. This simulation was run twice. The first curve was generated
without the covert signal for the purposes of comparison. The second curve was
generated with the covert signal maintaining constant power.

It can be seen that the two curves lie on top of each other. It must be noted that for this
examination the power was adjusted per sub-carrier for a desired SER of 10-4 at a noise
power of No = .00002 Watts/Hz using the bit and power allocation algorithm discussed
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in section 2.4 [3]. The average available power at the NCTx is 1 Watt. The noise was
then increased while keeping the symbol power constant which results in a lower BER
for the non-covert signal. This result shows that the covert has little to no effect, in this
scenario, on the non-covert and is further proof validating the simulation because it is in
line with theoretical BERs [33] [3]. We will not discuss the BER of the covert in this
section. We will discuss it in depth in later sections. It is worth noting that the power on
the covert was adjusted so that it could achieve a BER of 10-4, while employing BPSK
as its signal constellation for a noise power of No = .00002 Watts/Hz which results in a
covert signal power of 5 x 10-5 Watts. The covert was placed in channel -152 and the
synchronous offset was set 128 samples/symbol.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of BER Curve With and Without Covert (Rb,covert = 7.40
kbps, Channel = -152 Eb,covert/Eb,non-covert = -10.83 dB, Ʈ = 128 samples/sym)

5.5 Effect of Increasing Covert Power on Non-Covert OFDM Signal
For the next set of experiments, the covert signal power was increased (Figure 5.7) and
the effect on the non-covert OFDM signal BER recorded. We were also able to view the
power spectral density (PSD) at the CRx and NCRx. The noise power was held steady at
No = .00002 Watts/Hz. The average available power at the NCTx was set to 1 Watt. In
Figures 5.7 we can see the base-band PSD at the NCRx as the covert signal power
increases for channel -152. Figure 5.7a shows the PSD without the covert. Figure 5.7b
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shows the covert with a signal power of 5˟10-5 adjusted for a desired BER of 10-4. We
increase the power of the covert thereafter from .0001, .001, .01, .1, 1, 5, 25, 100, and
250 Watts respectively in Figures 5.7c through 5.7k . We can see clearly the spectral
interference increase as the covert signal power increases.
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Figure 5.7: PSD at the Input to the Covert Receiver for Increasing Covert Signal
Power (Rb,covert = 7.40 kbps, Channel = -152, Ʈ = 128 samples/sym)
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Figure 5.8: Base-band Spectrum at Non-Covert Receiver for Increasing NonCovert Signal Power (Rb,covert = 7.40 kbps, Channel = -152, Ʈ = 128 samples/sym)
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Figure 5.9 demonstrates the increase of non-covert BER as the covert signal power
increases for several spectral locations. The dashed line is inserted for comparison. It
provides us with a reference for the BER of the non-covert without a covert signal
present. The BER rate increase is unchanged for a covert Eb/No less than 9 dB when
placed in channel -152. This is the power required to achieve a desired SER equal to that
of the non-covert system of 10-4. Beyond that, the BER for the non-covert OFDM
becomes more noticeable as covert power increases.

Figure 5.9: Eb/No Covert Vs. BER Non-Covert (Rb,covert = 7.40 kbps,
Ʈ = 128 samples/sym)
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5.6 Effect of Synchronous Offset on Non-Covert Signal
Another of the variables that must be examined is the synchronous offset between the
two signals. The OFDM signal sub-carriers are orthogonal to one-another as discussed
in Section 2.2. However, the non-covert will only achieve this orthogonality if its
symbol timing is perfectly in line with the OFDM symbols. The covert symbol must
arrive at the receiver at the exact same instant as the non-covert symbol. This is very
unlikely and somewhat impossible to achieve.

For our experiment in this section, we measured the synchronous offset in terms of the
samples per symbol. We want to determine the effects of the synchronous offset, tau,
between the covert on the BER of the non-covert OFDM signal. When the covert is
offset, it loses its orthogonality with respect to the other OFDM sub-carriers thereby
resulting in interference. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 shows the effects of this interference on
the non-covert OFDM signal for synchronous offsets of 0, 1, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, and
256 samples per symbol. The power of the signals and the noise power was held
constant throughout the simulation. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 shows that the synchronous
offset between the covert and non-covert signals has no effect on the non-covert BER
for a covert signal on the edge (Figure 5.10) of the utilized OFDM spectrum and in the
middle of the unused OFDM spectrum (Figure 5.11).
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Figure 5.10: Synchronous Offset (Ʈ) Vs. Non-Covert BER (Rb,covert = 7.40 kbps,
Channel = -146, Eb,covert/Eb,non-covert = -10.83 dB)

Figure 5.11: Synchronous Offset (Ʈ) Vs. Non-Covert BER (Rb,covert = 7.40 kbps,
Channel = -105, Eb,covert/Eb,non-covert = -9.15 dB)
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6.

Limitations of the Covert Signal Communication System

The previous chapter evaluated the effects of the presence of the covert signal on the
non-covert communications system. In this chapter we will examine the effectiveness of
the covert signal to send information in the presence of the non-covert OFDM signal.
Here we ascertain if the interference from the non-covert is too great to allow a covert
signal within its designated spectrum to communicate effectively. Also, this evaluation
will allow us to view the effects of covert signal bandwidth (symbol rate), position in the
spectrum with respect to the base-band non-covert signal, and synchronous offset for the
covert signal on the performance of the covert communication and its potential.

6.1

Effect of Spectral Position on Covert Signal

The non-covert OFDM symbol has 512 sub-carriers. The 5 MHz specification in LTE
calls for 301 of the 512 sub-carriers to be utilized [19]. For this study the covert signal
will be placed in one of the non-utilized sub-channel “slots” in the base-band spectrum.
It will move from the left most sub-channel (channel no. -256 @ -3.8325 MHz) until it
reaches the sub-channel which lies next to the first sub-channel utilized by the OFDM
waveform (channel no. -152 @ -2.2725 MHz)

The power of the covert communications system is adjusted to reach a desired SER of
10-4. The power with respect to the location of the covert will also vary due to the
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channel magnitude response of the sub-channels varying (see Figure 6.2). A
synchronous offset of 128 symbols/second was used. We will see in later sections why
this synchronous offset was chosen. The non-covert OFDM signal had an average
available power at the transmitter of 1 Watt. For this study, the rate of the covert
transmitter was also varied from 1.85 to 7.40 kbps. The maximum rate of the covert
system for the scenario studied was the maximum allowed by the bandwidth of the 15
KHz sub-channel. When factoring in the CP the maximum rate for the covert
communications system is 7.40 kilo-bits-per-second (kbps). The rate was then lowered
in order to achieve an improved BER for the covert communications system. In Figure
6.1, we see that the rates of each individual curve, starting from the top curve, is the full
rate (7.4 kbps), half the full rate, one third the full rate, and one quarter the full rate for a
bandwidth of 15 KHz respectively.
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Figure 6.1: Channel Number Vs. Covert BER ( Ʈ = 128 samples/sym)

We can see that it is difficult to achieve an acceptable BER (10e-3) with the full rate. For
the lower rates, the BER rate improves dramatically for the same distances as the rate
decreases. As expected, when the distance from the utilized sub-carriers of the OFDM
symbol increases, the BER of the covert decreases. For example, if an acceptable BER is
10-2 and we have a bit rate of 1.85 kbps, then the covert can reside as close as subchannel -157. If our rate is 2.47 kbps, then we need to be as far out as channel -160. It is
also worth noting that the lower the channel number the further in the spectrum the
covert is from the non-covert signal.
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Figure 6.2: PSD at Non-Covert Receiver (Rb,covert = 7.40 kbps, Ʈ = 128 samples/sym)
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6.2

Effect of Synchronous Offset on Covert

Next we examine the effect the synchronous offset has on the covert BER. After
applying the N-point IFFT on the sub-carriers at base-band, the resulting OFDM baseband symbol is comprised of N samples per symbol. Here a 512 point IFFT was utilized
thereby giving a 512 sample symbol. The covert symbol operates in one of the unused
sub-channels of the non-covert symbol. In practice, no IFFT/FFT is needed for the
covert system. However, in this study utilizing an IFFT/FFT for the covert system
simplified the implementation of the simulation. In the CTx, while in the frequency
domain prior to the IFFT, we insert zero as the symbol for all sub-carriers except the
covert sub-carrier. It has been verified that this is equivalent to transmitting the covert
signal without the IFFT. The CP involves copying the last six samples of the symbol and
placing them in front of the 512 samples of the OFDM symbol resulting in a symbol that
is 518 samples long. The synchronous offset can be viewed in terms of the symbol
samples. Using the first sample as a reference out of the N samples per symbol for the
covert and non-covert, if both are received at the same sample time in the receiver, then
there is no synchronous offset. If the covert sample is received n samples later, than the
synchronous offset (Tau) is equal to n.

For Figure 6.3, we placed the covert signal in sub-channel number -154. The OFDM
symbol in LTE does not utilize 210 of the sub-channels out of 512 for channel spacing
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and one DC sub-carrier [19]. That results in the non-utilization of the first 105 subchannels. This location was chosen, as opposed to sub-channel -152 which would
provide a better LPD than sub-channel -154, because as was seen in the previous section
the BER improves significantly for any bit rate when the distance from the utilized subchannels increases. The performance of the non-covert system for sub-channel -152 was
poor at all rates for any synchronous offset and the covert remains difficult to view in
the PSD for channel -154 as can be seen in Figure 6.2 for the plot labeled “Channel
-154”.
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Figure 6.3: Cover BER Vs. Synchronous Offset for Sub-Channel -154
(Eb,covert/Eb,non-covert = -8.76 dB)

For Figure 6.4, we placed the covert in sub-channel number -105. Figure 6.5 shows the
PSD at the NCRx. The NCTx does not utilize 14 consecutive (-111 to -98) sub-channels
due to poor channel quality. We make the assumption that the CTx has prior knowledge
of this and that six of the sub-channels on one side and 7 on the opposing side of -105
are also not utilized for the same reason of poor channel quality, thereby giving the
covert siganl good spacing. The covert signal can be seen clearly amongst the utilized
sub-channels.
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Figure 6.4: Cover BER Vs. Synchronous Offset for Sub-Channel -105
(Eb,covert/Eb,non-covert = -9.15 dB)

It can be seen from Figures 6.3 and 6.4 that the BER of the covert improves as the rate
decreases. For no synchronous offset, all rates perform well. As we have stated, this is
not achievable in practice. Any synchronous offset causes the BER to increase
significantly. When the bit rate was lowered to 462 bps a BER of 10-4 or less was
achieved for channels -105 and -154 for all synchronous offsets.
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Figure 6.5: PSD at Non-Covert Receiver for Sub-Carrier -105
(Eb,covert/Eb,non-covert = -6.05 dB)
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7.

Conclusion

With the soon to be widespread deployment of wireless 4G systems, a method of covert
communication has been proposed that takes advantage of the OFDM spectral structure
of these systems. By inserting the covert signal in one of the unused sub-channels of the
OFDM channel, the signal is potentially hidden or difficult to detect. In order to remain
undetected, the covert signal must have little to no effect on the OFDM symbol. The
standard of measurement of this effect is the BER of the non-covert information. Here
we have demonstrated the potential and feasibility of this concept.

For this study a 5 MHz LTE waveform specification was chosen. This waveform has
512 sub-carriers and a sub-channel bandwidth of 15 KHz utilizing adaptive modulation
[19]. In the case where the covert signal uses the full bandwidth of the sub-channel, 15
KHz, the power of the covert signal has a noticeable effect on the BER of the non-covert
communication for a covert Eb/No greater than 9dB and Eb,covert/Eb,non-covert less than -7 dB.
The covert synchronous offset and location within the non-utilized base-band spectrum
of the non-covert signal has no effect on the BER of the non-covert. Therefore, as long
as the covert signal power is kept equal to or lower than the necessary power to achieve
a SER equal to that of the non-covert system, in this case 10-4, the synchronous offset
and location have a negligible effect on the non-covert OFDM communication BER.
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In order for the covert signal to be able to communicate with an acceptable BER
( < 10-3), the symbol rate must be several times below the bandwidth of the OFDM subchannel it is occupying. Symbol synchronous offset, location in the base-band spectrum
of the non-covert OFDM spectrum, and symbol rate all significantly affect the BER of
the covert signal. In Figures 6.3 and 6.4, we can see that if the symbol rate of the covert
is equal to or less than the 1/8th of the full rate for the 15 KHz bandwidth, or 935 bps for
the 5 MHz LTE OFDM waveform specification, it can achieve an acceptable BER. If the
symbol rate of the covert is lowered it can achieve an improved BER and the
synchronous offset can be disregarded. Also, the closer the covert signal is in the
spectrum to the utilized sub-channels of the non-covert OFDM symbol, the worse the
performance. BER performance of the covert improves significantly by allowing the
covert to reside in a sub-channel that is at least a few sub-channels distance from the
utilized sub-channels of the non-covert OFDM symbol. Even at a relatively low symbol
rate utilizing 1/8th the bandwidth of the sub-channel, the BER remains unacceptably high
( > 0.1) for channels directly adjacent to those utilized by the non-covert signal. This is
due to the interference from the non-covert symbol remaining high in those channels.
For covert signals utilizing unused channels by the non-covert signal due to poor
channel quality, such as in Figure 6.5, the covert system can achieve an acceptable BER
if there at least a few sub-channels on both sides of the covert signal that are not used by
the non-covert system and the rate of the covert signal is lowered to 1/8 th the maximum
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rate allowed by the bandwidth or less.

If the covert signal power is increased beyond the power necessary to achieve a desired
SER rate equal to that of the non-covert OFDM signal, it becomes noticeable in the
power spectral density and causes the BER of the non-covert signal to increase
noticeably as well. This will increase its probability of detection and defeat its purpose.
In order to achieve a low probability of detection and communicate effectively, the
covert system must adjust its signal power to achieve a SER equal to or less than that of
the non-covert OFDM symbol, occupy a sub-channel that is at least a few sub-channels
distance from the utilized non-covert OFDM symbol on both sides of the covert channel,
and lower its rate to 1/8th that allowed in the bandwidth of a sub-channel or less. In the
case of the 5 MHz LTE waveform which has 15 Khz sub-channels, it equates to 935 bps
or less. If the desired SER of the covert system were lower than the non-covert system, it
result in higher covert signal power. Higher covert signal power will cause the covert to
become more easily detected. These conditions will allow the covert to operate with an
acceptable BER and low probability of detection regardless of the symbol synchronous
offset.
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8.

Future Work

While this study demonstrated the feasibility of covert communications within an
OFDM signal; additional work is needed to explore the full potential of the concept. We
have seen how the synchronous offset effects the covert BER significantly in section 6.2.
For little to no synchronous offset, the BER of the covert signal improves drastically.
This is because for no synchronous offset the covert becomes orthogonal to the subcarriers in the non-covert OFDM symbol and eliminates the side-lobe interference from
the other sub-carriers. A system for monitoring the synchronous offset and adjusting the
symbol timing to achieve no synchronous offset could be developed to help improve the
BER of the covert system.

In many systems utilizing OFDM, sub-channels are assigned to different end users. It
would be beneficial to study the effect of the covert signal on the most adjacent subcarriers to the covert signal as opposed to the entire OFDM signal. The effect on those
sub-carriers is most probably greater than the sub-carriers that are at a greater distance in
the spectrum. If the BER of the adjacent sub-carriers is increased significantly, it could
lead to an unacceptable probability of detection for the covert signal thereby defeating
the purpose.

Systems could also be developed to monitor and adjust for certain performance
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parameters of covert signal location in the spectrum, covert signal power, and bit rate.
These could be three individual systems or a system that combines two or all of these
parameters.

The systems studied here only took into consideration a covert signal utilizing BPSK. If
the systems mentioned earlier were developed, thereby allowing the covert to improve
its performance, other symbol constellations might be used. With a QPSK or higher bit
per symbol constellation being employed, a higher data rate could be achieved while
keeping the symbol power near that of a BPSK constellation for the same symbol rate.
Using more bits per symbol can compensate for the lower symbol rate needed to achieve
an acceptable BER.

Adaptive coding and modulation (ACM) are utilized by both LTE and WiMAX [19].
The communication systems utilizing LTE or WiMAX adjust the modulation type
(QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM) and error control coding rate (e.g. 1/2, 1/3, etc.). In
response to the changing channel conditions, ACM could enhance the ability of a covert
signal to hide. Thus further study could focus on determining the system performance
with AMC.

Now that the concept has been shown to be feasible, effort could be devoted to develop
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analytical performance models with increasing sophistication, starting with the basic
scenarios studied here then moving on to models that capture the effects of channel
dynamics and AMC.
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Appendix A
function RunOfdm(covert_on_off, NumOfdmSymbols, No, Tau, BiCov, CovRate)
% Load the design parameters
NoEst
= 1e-5; % This No is used to set Bi & Pi
DesiredPe
= 1e-4;
DesiredPecCov = 1e-4;

[c, d, f, g, N, Bi, Pi, Ci, Di, Fi, Gi, PiCov, IdxCov, BW, FiCov] =
DesignOfdm(NoEst, DesiredPe, DesiredPecCov, BiCov);
%PiCov = .001;
% Specify the simulation parameters
% An OFDM "symbol" is one long Tx over all N chan.
NumBitsPerSymbol = sum(Bi);
NumCovBitsPerSym = BiCov;
% Set up a cell array of QAM constellations with an average energy of unity!
Const{1} = UnitQamConstellation(1);
for ii=2:max(Bi)
Const{ii} = UnitQamConstellation(ii);
end
% Necessary initializations
PAPR
= 0;
PiCv
= zeros(size(Fi));
XPand
= 8;
UpSample
= 1;
XAccum
= zeros(N*XPand*UpSample, 1);
RAccum
= zeros(N*XPand*UpSample, 1);
VAccum
= zeros(N*XPand*UpSample, 1);
WAccum
= zeros(N*XPand*UpSample, 1);
counter
= 0;
CovAccum
= 0;
CovBits
= (rand(1,NumCovBitsPerSym) > .5);
% Seed the random number generators with the current time
rand('state',sum(100*clock));
randn('state',sum(100*clock));
% Initialize the BER variables
TotalBerNum = 0;
TotalBerDen = 0;
% Initialize the covert BER variables
TotalBerNumCov = 0;
TotalBerDenCov = 0;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Loop on OFDM symbols
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for kk=1:NumOfdmSymbols
% Generate random information bits at the transmitter
InputBits = (rand(1,NumBitsPerSymbol) > .5);
% Generate random covert bits with a variable lower rate
if counter >= CovRate
counter = 1;
CovBits = (rand(1,NumCovBitsPerSym) > .5);
else
counter = counter + 1;
end;
% Allocate an array of zeros for the QAM symbols
X = zeros(N,1);
V = zeros(N,1); % Covert Symbol
% Loop through the subcarriers and initialize the QAM symbols
FirstBitChan = 1;
LastBitChan = Bi(1);
Bi
= [Bi;0];
for ii=1:N
% Convert each group of bits into a QAM symbol, taken from the
% appropriate unit QAM constellation, and apply Pi
if Bi(ii) > 1
ThisConst
= Const{Bi(ii)};
Xtemp
= (InputBits([FirstBitChan:1:LastBitChan]) *
2.^[0:1:Bi(ii)-1]') + 1;
X(ii)
= sqrt(Pi(ii))*ThisConst(Xtemp);
FirstBitChan = FirstBitChan + Bi(ii);
LastBitChan = LastBitChan + Bi(ii+1);
else
FirstBitChan = FirstBitChan + Bi(ii);
LastBitChan = LastBitChan + Bi(ii+1);
end;
end;
Bi = Bi([1:1:N]);
% Convert covert bits into QAM symbol and apply PiCov, and insert into the
% covert frequency
if (covert_on_off)
ThisConst = Const{BiCov};
Vtemp
= (CovBits * 2.^[0:1:BiCov-1]') + 1;
V(IdxCov) = sqrt(PiCov)*ThisConst(Vtemp);
else
end;
% Create the time-domain signal for non-covert and prepend the cyclic prefix
x
= N*ifft(X);
xCP = [x([(end-length(c)+2):1:end]);x];
% Create the time-domain signal for covert and prepend the cyclic prefix
if (covert_on_off)
v = N*ifft(V);
if Tau < 1
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vCP

= [v([(end-length(c)+2):1:end]);v];

else

av
bv
cv
vCP

=
=
=
=

v([(end+1-Tau):1:end]);
v([(end-length(c)+2):1:end]);
v([(1:1:(end-Tau))]);
[av;bv;cv];

end;

else

v

end;

= 0;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% This is where the transmitters end %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Non-covert channel + AWGN + Covert Signal %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if (covert_on_off)
r = filter(c,1,xCP) + filter(d,1,vCP) +
sqrt(length(xCP)*No/2)*randn(length(xCP),2)*[1;j];
else
r = filter(c,1,xCP) + sqrt(length(xCP)*No/2)*randn(length(xCP),2)*[1;j];
end;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Covert channel + AWGN + Non-Covert Signal %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if (covert_on_off)
w = filter(g,1,xCP) + filter(f,1,vCP) +
sqrt(length(xCP)*No/2)*randn(length(xCP),2)*[1;j];
else
end;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% This is where the receivers begin %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Remove the cyclic prefix from non-covert
r = r([length(c):1:end]);
% Remove the cyclic prefix from covert
if (covert_on_off)
if Tau < 1
w = w([length(c):1:end]);
else
w = [w([(Tau+length(c)):1:end]);w([1:1:Tau])];
end;
else
end;
% Transform to frequency domain using FFT
R = fft(r)/N;
if (covert_on_off)
W = fft(w)/N;
else
end;
% "Equalize" the received signal.

In other words, correct the
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% amplitude and phase of each subchannel
REq
= R./Ci;
REq
= REq./sqrt(Pi);
% "Equalize" the received covert signal
if (covert_on_off)
WEq
= W./Fi;
WEq
= WEq./sqrt(PiCov);
else
end;
% Allocate an array of RxBits
RxBits = zeros(size(InputBits));
% Loop through the subcarriers and detect the QAM symbols
FirstBitChan = 1;
LastBitChan = Bi(1);
Bi
= [Bi;0];
for ii=1:N
% Convert each QAM symbol into a group of bits, taken from the
% appropriate unit QAM constellation
if Bi(ii) > 1
ThisConst
= Const{Bi(ii)};
[Dist, Index]
= min(abs(ThisConst - REq(ii)));
RxBits([FirstBitChan:1:LastBitChan]) = dec2binvec(Index-1,Bi(ii));
FirstBitChan
= FirstBitChan + Bi(ii);
LastBitChan
= LastBitChan + Bi(ii+1);
else
FirstBitChan
= FirstBitChan + Bi(ii);
LastBitChan
= LastBitChan + Bi(ii+1);
end;
end;
Bi = Bi([1:1:N]);
% Convert the covert QAM symbol into a group of bits, taken from the
appropriate
% unit QAM constellation
if (covert_on_off)
if counter >= CovRate
CovAccum
= (WEq(IdxCov) + CovAccum)/CovRate;
ThisConst
= Const{BiCov};
[Dist, Index]
= min(abs(ThisConst - CovAccum));
RxBitsCov([1:1:BiCov]) = dec2binvec(Index-1,BiCov);
CovAccum
= 0;
% Compute the covert BER
TotalBerNumCov = TotalBerNumCov + sum(CovBits ~= RxBitsCov);
TotalBerDenCov = TotalBerDenCov + NumCovBitsPerSym;
else
CovAccum = WEq(IdxCov) + CovAccum;
end;
else
end;
% Compute the BER
TotalBerNum = TotalBerNum + sum(InputBits ~= RxBits);
TotalBerDen = TotalBerDen + NumBitsPerSymbol;
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% Compute PAPR
CurPapr = 10*log10(max(abs(x).^2)/mean(abs(x).^2));
if CurPapr > PAPR
PAPR = CurPapr;
else
end;
% Print some status to the screen; PAPR, etc.
if (covert_on_off)
fprintf(1, ...
'OFDM Symbol %i of %i\n Running BER = %i/%i = %e\n Running CovBER = %i/
%i = %e\n PAPR = %i dB\n', ...
kk, NumOfdmSymbols, TotalBerNum, TotalBerDen, TotalBerNum/TotalBerDen,
...
TotalBerNumCov, TotalBerDenCov, TotalBerNumCov/TotalBerDenCov, PAPR);
else
fprintf(1, ...
'OFDM Symbol %i of %i\n Running BER = %i/%i = %e\n PAPR = %i dB\n', ...
kk, NumOfdmSymbols, TotalBerNum, TotalBerDen, TotalBerNum/TotalBerDen,
PAPR);
end;
% Use FftPadExpand() to compute the spectrum of x, r, v, w and
% accumulate the magnitude-squared of these over time.
[Xout,F1] = FftPadExpand(x, XPand, UpSample);
XAccum
= XAccum + abs(Xout).^2;
[Rout,F2]
RAccum

= FftPadExpand(r, XPand, UpSample);
= RAccum + abs(Rout).^2;

if (covert_on_off)
[Vout,F3]
VAccum

= FftPadExpand(v, XPand, UpSample);
= VAccum + abs(Vout).^2;

[Wout,F4]
WAccum

= FftPadExpand(w, XPand, UpSample);
= WAccum + abs(Wout).^2;

else
end;
end;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% SNR calculation
SNR = pow2db(sum(Pi.*abs(Ci).^2/No)/length(Pi));
fprintf(1,'SNR = %f db\n',SNR);
% Eb/No calculation
EbNo = pow2db(sum(Pi)/(sum(Bi)*No));
fprintf(1,'Eb/No = %f db\n',EbNo);
% Covert Eb/No
if (covert_on_off)
EbNoCov = pow2db((PiCov*FiCov)/(BiCov*No));
fprintf(1,'Eb/No Covert = %f db\n',EbNoCov);
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end;
% Covert vs. non-covert Eb/Eb
if (covert_on_off)
CovNCov = pow2db((PiCov/BiCov)/(sum(Pi)/(sum(Bi))));
fprintf(1,'Covert to Non-Covert Eb Ratio = %f db\n',CovNCov);
end;
% Print channel capacities
fprintf(1,'BW = %i MHz\n',BW/1e6);
fprintf(1, ...
'Non-covert channel capacity = %i Mbps\nCovert channel capacity = %f kbps\n',
...
(N/(N+length(c)-1))*(sum(Bi)*BW/(N*2e6)), (N/(N+length(c)-1))*BiCov*BW/
(2e3*N*CovRate));
% Plot the average PSDs computed inside the loop.
XAccumAv = 10*log10(XAccum./NumOfdmSymbols);
figure(6);clf;
plot(F1*15/1000,XAccumAv);
title('Non-Covert Transmitted Signal Average PSD')
ylabel('dB');
xlabel('Frequency (MHz)');
grid on;
RAccumAv = 10*log10(RAccum./NumOfdmSymbols);
figure(7);clf;
plot(F2*15/1000,RAccumAv);
title('Signal Average PSD at Non-Covert Receiver')
ylabel('dB');
xlabel('Frequency (MHz)');
grid on;
if (covert_on_off)
VAccumAv = 10*log10(VAccum./NumOfdmSymbols);
figure(8);clf;
plot(F3*15/1000,VAccumAv);
title('Covert Transmitted Signal Average PSD')
ylabel('dB');
xlabel('Frequency (MHz)');
grid on;
WAccumAv = 10*log10(WAccum./NumOfdmSymbols);
figure(9);clf;
plot(F4*15/1000,WAccumAv);
title('Signal Average PSD at Covert Receiver')
ylabel('dB');
xlabel('Frequency (MHz)');
grid on;

else
end;
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function [c, d, f, g, N, Bi, Pi, Ci, Di, Fi, Gi, PiCov, IdxCov, BW, FiCov] =
DesignOfdm(No, DesiredPe, DesiredPecCov, BiCov)
IsiMagnitude = 0.2;
IsiDuration = 6;
% Specify the channel
if(0)
% Specify channel from non-covert transmitter to non-covert reciever
c = [1;IsiMagnitude*exp(j*2*pi*rand(IsiDuration+1,1))];
% Specify channel from covert transmitter to non-covert reciever
d = [1;IsiMagnitude*exp(j*2*pi*rand(IsiDuration+1,1))];
% Specify channel from covert transmitter to covert reciever
f = [1;IsiMagnitude*exp(j*2*pi*rand(IsiDuration+1,1))];
% Specify channel from non-covert transmitter to covert reciever
g = [1;IsiMagnitude*exp(j*2*pi*rand(IsiDuration+1,1))];
else
% Follow this branch to load the existing channels
load c
load d
load f
load g
end
% Specify the design parameters
N
= 512;
% Number of subcarriers
Ptotal
= 1;
% Total power available for allocation to the subcarriers
% Normalize the channels to have unit energy
c = c/(sqrt(abs(c'*c)));
d = d/(sqrt(abs(d'*d)));
f = f/(sqrt(abs(f'*f)));
g = g/(sqrt(abs(g'*g)));
% Compute the frequency and phase response of the channels & plot
%figure(1);clf;
%freqz(c);
%title('Non-Covert Channel')
[Ci,omega] = freqz(c,1,N,'whole');
%figure(2);clf;
%freqz(d);
%title('Covert Transmitter to Non-Covert Receiver Channel')
[Di,omega_d] = freqz(d,1,N,'whole');
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%figure(3);clf;
%freqz(f);
%title('Covert Channel')
[Fi,omega_f] = freqz(f,1,N,'whole');
%figure(4);clf;
%freqz(g);
%title('Non-Covert Transmitter to Covert Receiver Channel')
[Gi,omega_g] = freqz(g,1,N,'whole');
% Allocate bits and power to the N subchannels
[Bi,Pi,PiCov,IdxCov,BW,FiCov]= BitAndPowerAllocation(DesiredPe, DesiredPecCov,
Ptotal,abs(Ci).^2/No, Fi, No, BiCov);
% Plot of bit and power allocations
figure(5);clf;
subplot(2,1,1)
plot([-256:1:255],Bi,'.');
title('Bit And Power Allocation')
ylabel('Bi');
xlabel({'Channel No.';'(a)'});
subplot(2,1,2)
plot([-256:1:255],Pi);
ylabel('Pi');
xlabel({'Channel No.';'(b)'});

function [Bi,Pi,PiCov,IdxCov,BW,FiCov]=BitAndPowerAllocation(DesiredPe,
DesiredPecCov, Ptotal, Ci2No, Fi, No, BiCov)
% Channel bandwidth (Hz)
BW = 7.68e6;
save('Ci2No')
% The length of CNo tells us the number of subchannels.
N = length(Ci2No);
% Initialize Bi and Pi to zero.
Bi = zeros(size(Ci2No));
Pi = zeros(size(Ci2No));
% Power per channel, equally divided
PTemp = Ptotal/N;
% Calculate Pe assuming equal power distribution and M=4
Ci2No([1:105])
= 1e-4; % Left guard band
Ci2No([407:512]) = 1e-4; % Right guard band
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PeTemp = zeros(size(Ci2No));
% Find channels that can support at least 4-QAM
for k = 1:1:N
PeTemp(k) = 4*qfunc(sqrt(3*PTemp*Ci2No(k)/3));
end;
IdxRemaining
= find(PeTemp < DesiredPe);
% Select the covert channel
IdxCov = 107;
% Edge
%IdxCov = 146; % Inner
% Adjust Pi
Fi2NoCov =
FiCov
=
PeCov
=
PiTempCov =

for the covert channel, 4-QAM for the covert channel
abs(Fi(IdxCov))^2/No;
abs(Fi(IdxCov))^2;
1e-5; % Probability of covert symbol error
.1;

if BiCov > 1 % For QAM
while (PeCov < DesiredPecCov)
PiTempCov = PiTempCov - .00001;
PeCov
= 4*qfunc(sqrt(3*PiTempCov*Fi2NoCov/((2^BiCov)-1)));
end;
else
% For BPSK
while (PeCov < DesiredPecCov)
PiTempCov = PiTempCov - .00001;
PeCov
= qfunc(sqrt(2*PiTempCov*Fi2NoCov));
end;
end;
PiCov = PiTempCov + .00001;
% Next, we will run through the entries in IdxRemaining one-by-one, starting
% with the one with the largest Ci2No. Each time through the loop we will:
%
* Allocate the remaining power evenly over the remaining subchannels
%
* Identify the remaining subchannel with the largest Ci2No
%
* Compute (unquantized) Mi that satisfies the Pe equation
%
* Quantize Mi to correspond to an integer number of bits
%
* Adjust Pi to satisfy the Pe equation
%--At this point Mi and Pi have been determined for the subchannel of interest-%
* Move this index from the IdxRemaining set to the IdxAllocated set
%
* End of loop
IdxAllocated = [];
while(length(IdxRemaining) > 0)
% Print a status message to the screen
fprintf(1,'Subchannels remaining = %i\n',length(IdxRemaining));
% Allocate the remaining power evenly over the remaining subchannels
PRemain = Ptotal/length(IdxRemaining);
% Identify the remaining subchannel with the largest Ci2No
[Ci2NoHighest,IdxHighestCi2No] = max(Ci2No);
% Compute (unquantized) Mi that satisfies the Pe equation
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m = 0;
Mi = 4;
Pe = 0;
while (Pe < DesiredPe)
Pe = 4*qfunc(sqrt(3*PRemain*Ci2NoHighest/(3+m)));
m = m + .0625;
Mi = 4 + m;
end;
Mi = Mi - .0625;
% Quantize Mi to correspond to an integer number of bits
BiTemp = log2(Mi);
if BiTemp < 3
Bi(IdxHighestCi2No) = 2;
elseif BiTemp > 3 && BiTemp < 5
Bi(IdxHighestCi2No) = 4;
else
Bi(IdxHighestCi2No) = 6;
end;
% Adjust Pi to satisfy the Pe equation
Pe
= 0;
PiTemp = .01;
while (Pe < DesiredPe)
PiTemp = PiTemp - .0001;
Pe
= 4*qfunc(sqrt(3*PiTemp*Ci2NoHighest/((2^Bi(IdxHighestCi2No))-1)));
end;
Pi(IdxHighestCi2No) = PiTemp + .0001;
Ptotal
= Ptotal - Pi(IdxHighestCi2No);
% Move IdxHighestCi2No
IdxRemaining
IdxAllocated
Ci2No(IdxHighestCi2No)

from the IdxRemaining set to the IdxAllocated set
= setxor(IdxRemaining, IdxHighestCi2No);
= setxor(IdxAllocated, IdxHighestCi2No);
= 0;

end;

function [X,F] = FftPadExpand(x, PadFactor, ExpandFactor)
% Save the length of x as it is at the beginning
N
= length(x);
% Zero-pad x by the PadFactor. If PadFactor = 4 and the length of x is N,
% then the zero-padded version will have one copy of x followed by three
% sections of zeros of length N (a total of 3*N zeros), so that the zero-padded
% version of x has a total length of 4*N.
xPad = [x;zeros((PadFactor-1)*N,1)];
% Increase the sample rate of x by the ExpandFactor.
xPadExp = resample(xPad,ExpandFactor,1);
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% Take the FFT of the zero-padded upsampled version of x
X = fft(xPadExp);
% Adjust the x-axis
F = [-N/2*PadFactor*ExpandFactor:N/2*PadFactor*ExpandFactor-1]'/PadFactor;

function C = UnitQamConstellation(Bi)
% Check for the trivial cases of less than 1 bit (erroneous input) or 1 bit (the
% BPSK case). All others should be OK with our main section of code.
if(Bi < 1)
C = [];
return;
elseif(Bi == 1)
C = [-1;+1];
return;
end
% When Bi is even, then M has the following properties:
%
* it has an integer square root
%
* the square root is an even number
% When Bi is odd, we want to round its square root up to the next even number,
% in order to find the smallest even-sided square that will hold our points.
EvenSquareRoot = ceil(sqrt(2^Bi)/2)*2;
% We need a PAM-type alphabet based on this even square root
PamM = EvenSquareRoot;
% Now, make the square QAM constellation using the basic PAM order:
%
* Start with the basic M-ary PAM constellation
%
* Make an M-by-M matrix where each row is the basic M-ary PAM constellation
%
* Make a copy of the M-by-M matrix, and then transpose the copy
%
* Multiply the first matrix by 1, and the second matrix by j, then add
PamConstellation = -(PamM-1):2:+(PamM-1);
SquareMatrix
= ones(PamM,1)*PamConstellation;
C
= SquareMatrix + j*SquareMatrix';
C
= C(:);
EavgC = sum(abs(C).^2) / length(C);
C
= C / sqrt(EavgC);
% If Bi is even, then we're done. If Bi is odd, then we are dealing with a
% "cross" constellation, and we have to keep only the M points that are closest
% to the origin
if(mod(Bi,2) == 1)
% There will be a few "ties" when we sort by minimum distance, so MATLAB
% will use some sort of "tiebreaker." Therefore, we will just grab the
% constellation points in the first quadrant. Then, we will replicate the
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% first quadrant 4 times. This way we end up with a constellation that is
% symmetric looking.
FirstQuadrant = find( (real(C) > 0) & (imag(C) > 0) );
C = C(FirstQuadrant);
d = abs(C);
[dSort,ISort] = sort(d);
C = C(ISort(1:2^Bi/4));

end

% Replicate the first quadrant 4 times
C = [real(C) + j*imag(C);
real(C) - j*imag(C);
-real(C) + j*imag(C);
-real(C) - j*imag(C);];
EavgC = sum(abs(C).^2) / length(C);
C
= C / sqrt(EavgC);
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